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ABSTRACT
NFTs have been on the rise since the last quarter of 2020. The problem with its popularity is
useless NFTs have ﬂooded the market. NFTs with no inherent value or use appeared
everywhere with ridiculously high prices just like the infamous red pixel NFT that is priced at
$900,000.

There are a few NFT games out there that are doing great. Although the NFTs generated by
those games are not useless, the games themselves are boring and might require a certain
level of processing power.

INTRODUCTION
Space Gem is a blockchain-based NFT game on the Binance Smart Chain. It
has a dual token ecosystem that perfectly compliment each other.
The ﬁrst token is SpaceGem or SPG which is a BEP20 token with some
unique features below.

The second token is Orbit or ORB which is an ERC721 token that can be used
to buy game items or collectible NFTs. Orbit's own whitepaper will be released
soon.

VISION & MISSION
VISION

Provide gaming entertainment that lets people compete, have fun,
and mine tokens that they can sell, hold, trade or use to purchase ingame items.

MISSION

A world of usable NFTs instead of collectible NFTs where Space Gem
was one of the leaders and pioneers in the industry.

UNIQUE FEATURES
Community-Oriented

Space Gem's future is decided by the token holders. The dev team will never implement
changes without the majority's approval.

Dormant Holders Reward
The smart contract distributes 5% of token sales to token holders. By holding SPG Tokens
on a non-custodial wallet, holders will receive a share of that 5%.

Automated Decentralized Liquidity
The smart contract also deducts 5% from each transaction and add it to the liquidity pool
making the liquidity pool decentralized, since funds are owned by the token holders.

NFT
The collectibles are rare space gem NFTs that can be displayed, traded, or sold. Each NFT is
limited in numbers (mint) ranging from a few thousand pieces to the rarest NFTs which have
below 100 mints.

The common NFTs can be collected and traded for a rare NFT. The 10 rarest NFTs can only be
obtained by trading a number of other NFTs ranging from the most common to the rarest.

The market will totally dictate the prices of these NFTs.

FUTURE
It is projected that around 250,000 players will own space gem tokens and orbit tokens through
our blockchain game before the year ends. To make the game more interesting, continuous
game updates, map expansions, and new powerful items will continuously be introduced.
The future of our blockchain game, and the entire Space Gem project, will revolve around
Space Gem and Orbit tokens. The scarcity of the NFTs will increase its demand as the game
attracts more and more players. The game will introduce mechanisms that will burn both Orbit
and SPG tokens.

TOKENOMICS
Total Supply 1,000,000,000,000 SPG

5%

5%

5%

Token Sale: 85% - 850 Billion
Development: 5% - 50 Billion
Marketing: 5% - 50 Billion
Listings: 5% - 50 Billion

85%

ROAD MAP
STATION THREE

Launching of NFT Trading Marketplace
Team Expansion
1st Charity Event
Listing in Top 3 Exchanges
Further Development

STATION TWO
Focus on Marketing Expansion
Launching of Orbit (NFT) $1 = 50 orbs
Launching of Blockchain Game (Usecase of Orbit)
Release of Precious Gems NFT
Listing on Multiple Exchanges
Coinmarketcap and Coingecko Listings
Earn Spg token Solving Captcha
Strategic Marketing Campaign
Media Partnerships

STATION ONE

Soft Launch
Pancakeswap Listing
Expanding Core Team
Whitepaper Release
Ofﬁcial Launching
Buildup Social Media Management Team

MEET THE TEAM

SPACE GEM Team
John Paul Morgan

Antwane Muthanna

Shamal Yahontov

Billy Joe Gray

Founder / Visionary / blockhain Developer
Telegram: @JOHNPAULMORGAN

Main Developer / Technical Team Leader
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/
rashedurrahmanroni/

Gaurav Chanda

Web Designer / Secondary Developer
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/
humayun-ahmed-0ab8b0186

Back-end Developer / Security

Marketing / Communications
Telegram: @SpaceGemGray

Hasan Mahmud

Social Media Manager
Linkedln: https://www.linkedin.com/
mwlite/in/hasan903
Telegram: @Ilovemywork

https://spacegem.net
support@spacegem.net
https://medium.com/@spacegem
https://twitter.com/SPGTOKEN
https://www.facebook.com/SpaceGem-101695362076573
https://t.me/SPGTOKENANN
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq4zli8nKT20h8eLkgpv98A

